DominiCamp
June 3-21
For any girl entering grades 5 - 9
8:30 am - 3:30 pm each day
1 week/2 weeks/3 weeks
DominiCampers will enjoy Theme Days and a special surprise every day!
DominiCampers will participate in on-campus activities and field trips. All
DominiCamp activities are staffed by Dominican faculty, alumnae, and students.
Multiple options available. See registration form for a listing of options and
associated costs. DominiCampers choose from the following activities:

DRAMA-RAMA
An introduction to the Dramatic Arts. Experience the thrill of performing through pantomime,
theater games, skits, and improvisation, including an end-of-camp performance. No prior experience necessary.

SCIENCE QUEST
Discover science in a new and exciting way! The cool side of science is yours to tour with experiments and activities such as leaf printing, airplane flying, and bubble making.

LEADERSHIP WORKSHOP
Find out how to positively influence and lead your peers with dynamic leadership skills. Under the guidance of Dominican Student Council members and using a hands-on approach, gain the knowledge that future leaders need to know to be successful!

DESTINATION: EUROPE
Pack your backpack, and grab your passport! We’re going on a grand tour of Europe. Stop in Italy for some dolci, and hop over to Germany for a pretzel as you learn phrases to help you navigate the countries across the pond. Embrace the culture, and expand your horizons with crafts, snacks, games, and songs. Andiamo!

A TOUCH OF CLASS
Fashion, style, beauty, social grace, and etiquette are the focus of this activity. Learn how-to’s and practice them in proper situations, such as a fashion show and a tea party.

DO-“MINI” CHefs
Serve up some fun in the kitchen! Learn basic culinary skills, cake decorating, and simple recipes as you cook and eat your way through this experience.

JEWELS & GEMS
Charms and crystals and pearls - oh my! Design and create your own jewelry and accessories in this beading and jewelry-making class. Learn necessary techniques, such as bead design, stringing, wire twisting, and crimping. Express your artistic vision through beads in an array of shapes and colors while accessorizing your favorite summer ensembles.

SPORTS & INDOOR GAMES
Ready, set, GO! Practice healthy competition by participating in a variety of activities. Team building and physical skills are the focus when playing capture the flag, scooter races, kick ball, and more.

ART-A-PALOOZA
Expand your color palette by exploring the works of modern artists and classic masters! Each week, campers will discover the artistic methods of famous artists and create their own artwork in those styles. No experience necessary. All you need is the desire to learn and experiment with art!

CREATE, MAKE, INNOVATE
What can you make in the new STREAM lab? Nothing can stop you from engineering ideas into reality with 3D printing, laser cutting, circuit-making, and more! Novice and advanced engineers are welcome to join in the weekly challenges and creations. Construct buildings and airplanes while you “bridge” friendships.

PARTY IN THE DHS
Become a “hostess with the mostest,” and amp up your party planning skills. Learn all the best party tricks from picking a theme to designing an invitation and party décor. Party planners will make delicious party foods, and each week of party planning will end with a celebration, of course. Get ready to plan, create, and celebrate!

JAZZ IT UP
Learn the latest dance moves along with two routines to be performed at the end of camp. While focusing on kinesthetic movement, this dance clinic gives you the opportunity to learn fun exercises and stay fit.

MATH MANIA
Catch the fever for numbers. Multiply your math talents with hands-on activities that bring math to life. Use your math skills to crack the code and break out the clues you need to solve a mystery. Jump in and tackle everyday problems with ease and confidence. Be a champion “mathlete.”

ART & CRAFTS
Explore and experiment with a variety of mediums while creating works of art! Several projects will be completed using materials such as ribbon, paint, wood, and ink.

LE BON TEMPS
Laissez les bons temps rouler, mes amis. Make new friends... in French. Embrace the French culture around the Seine and the Mississippi Rivers. Don’t forget to write a postcard to mom and dad in French, of course.

DOMINI-TOCHICOS
Be a new recruit on the D.H.S.I. (DHS Investigations) Detective Force! Learn to lift fingerprints, spot a forger, and make spy sunglasses. Participate in a weekly mystery using skills that you have learned all week. Complete your training and earn your badge as an official Domini-jective.

THE WRITE STUFF
Grab a pen and become the next Dr. Seuss or Suzanne Collins! Explore exciting new vocabulary and your own creative genius through games, short stories, poetry, and even comics. The next great author is you!

FAUX FUN
To sew, of course! Learn the basic skills of sewing, cross-stitching, and crocheting. You’ll be hooked after creating crocheted bookmarks, cross-stitched designs, handmade pillows, and more.

THAT IS NOT ALL...
SEW FUN

SURVIVOR
Think you can survive Domini-Island? Bring a friend and join us as we compete in exciting team-based competitions and games to find out who will be the next DominiCamp Survivor.

DO-“MINI” MASTER CHEFS
Already earned a chef’s hat in Do-“mini” Chefs? Hungry for more? Grab a second helping learning meal planning, healthy substitutions, and more dessert decorating as you cook and eat new recipes. Bon Appetite!